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Inclusion is a 
firm part of 

the HR 
profession



Are we as a 
profession 
hyporcites?



Charity begins at home first!!!



“If HR can’t walk the talk 
about diversity and inclusion 

then it doesn’t have the 
licence to lecture the rest of 

the organisation,” 

Frank Douglas
CEO of Caerus Executive



The HR profession grew by 
42% in the past decade 
(from 2011 and 2021) 

compared to just 10% for the 
general workforce 

CIPD people profession 
update(2021)



HR workforce diversity has flatlined



Clear!!!
We need to restart our inclusion heartbeat



Let’s look at 
some fact 

and figures



448,710 
people professionals in the UK

**ONS, Annual Population Survey 2019-2021



Male to 
Female 

ratio



Where do the men come from at BOARD CPO level??



Part-time 
working?



Levelling up?



Disability



Ethnicity



Let us break ethnicity down

Black /African/Caribbean/Black British 3.4%
Mixed/multiple ethnic groups 1.3%
Indian 3.2%
Pakistani 1%
Bangladeshi 0.3%
Chinese 0.5%
Any other Asian Heritage 0.4%
Any other ethnic group 1.3%

**ONS, Annual Population Survey 2019-2021











5 step challenge
NHS

#INCLUSIVEHR

Run the demographic data in your HR/People 
function

Review and analyse the data

Understand the lived experience of your 
HR/People function 

Co-design interventions and implement it

Evaluate & shout about it!



Start with the data you already have



Review and analyze the data, don’t ask for more!



Understand the



Co-create initiatives



Bring in 
diverse 
talent



Fish from a diverse pool!!



Task Exec search firms to find diverse talent!!



Intentional 
talent 

management 
strategies



All the stuff we 
tell the 

business to 
do!!

Shadowing Career 
conversations

Mentoring Coaching

Sponsorship Proper 
appraisals

Robust 
feedback

Diverse 
recruitment and 
selection panels



Share and celebrate success
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